COVID-19 Resource Guide

The world has been devastated by the rapid spread of COVID-19. Amidst the fear and anxiety lies vast uncertainty. Whether it be uncertainty regarding the future of your company, legislation and/or the economy, SFIA is here to assist. We have compiled various resources to help you understand and access relief that may be available to your business, as well as information relevant to your business operations and workplace. Although it is hard to prepare for these unprecedented situations, it is in your best interest to stay knowledgeable.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Contact: Alli Schulman, Manager of Marketing & Communications, aschulman@sfia.org
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Keep an eye out for SFIA’s Coronavirus Webinar Series at www.sfia.org/calendar as we address the latest financial aid packages, COVID-19 news and pressing business concerns. We will be hosting experts from across the industry to discuss pertinent issues and answer all of your questions.

Follow SFIA for the most up-to-date information on:
SFIA Blog
SFIA Twitter
SFIA Instagram
SFIA Facebook

And subscribe to the SFIA Newsletter here!
Legislation Updates

Coronavirus Bill Update – March 16, 2020

State by State Action on Coronavirus (COVID-19)

CARES ACT: Breakdown of the $2 Trillion Coronavirus Aid Package
SFIA Webinars

Coronavirus Update for the Sports & Fitness Industry – March 17, 2020

SBA Offering Forgivable Loans During COVID-19 Crisis – March 31, 2020

COVID-19 — HR Business as Unusual – April 21, 2020
Sports & Fitness Industry Response Amid COVID Crisis

Sports & Fitness Industry Responds with Support During Coronavirus Outbreak

NFL & American Heart Association Partnership

Physical Activity Alliance Provides Comprehensive List of At-Home Activities & Workouts
Small Business Resources

Up-to-Date Resources, Compiling Opportunities for Small Business Relief:

Small Business Update: Payroll Protection Program Opens April 3rd

Daily tracker of financial assistance for small businesses at national, state & municipal level

Small business relief tracker: funding, grants and resources for small businesses

List of small business relief programs

List Of Coronavirus (COVID-19) Small Business Loan And Grant Programs

Contact:

National, regional & district offices and loan guaranty centers

Local SBA office locator

List of all SBA offices across the country

SBA Relief Information:

Information on SBA loan programs

Federal, State, Local and Private Corona Loan Resources

SBA Disaster Loan Program: APPLY FOR A LOAN

SBA Disaster Assistance press release

State-Specific Resources:

Alabama
Arkansas
California
--California Resources for COVID Impact
Delaware
Florida
--Florida Offers Small Business Loans
Georgia
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Maryland
--Maryland SBA website
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Washington
Workplace Guidelines and Projections

Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to COVID-2019
Implementing a National Return to Work Plan
Travel Restrictions
Implications of Employee Leave During Coronavirus Outbreak
How Communicators Can Reorganize During the COVID-19 Pandemic
How to Respond to Media Inquiries About Employees Testing Positive
Preparing Your Business for a Post-Pandemic World
Four Easy Tips to Make Your Virtual Event Stand Out
The Dos And Don’ts Of Marketing During A Global Crisis
Sport & Health Amid COVID Crisis

Coronavirus Cancels Youth Sports
Little League Temporarily Suspended
Free Online Streaming At-Home Workouts
Gyms Across U.S. Going Virtual
Coronavirus and Youth Sports
List of Free Fitness Offerings Amid Coronavirus Outbreak
NIH & CDC Guidelines & Restrictions

CDC Event Guidelines and Restrictions
The Coronavirus Disease Outbreak: Everything You Need to Know – Provided by the NIH
SFIA Signs on to Support Visits to Recreational Parks During COVID
CDC Resources for Businesses and Employers